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ABSTRACT 

A corporation has been selling a product since the early 1980’s that fails in the marketplace with non-uniform rates across the 
USA.  It is extremely important that the corporation understand likely future claims against its products.  The failure is related 
to environmental factors (weather and soils) but claim rates vary also by local communications channels (e.g. neighborhood 
conversations, newspaper articles, etc.).  A series of SAS Enterprise Miner (SAS/EM) neural network models combined sales 
and claims data with weather, soils and demographics data to produce a failure prediction model; these data were also 
combined to predict the local life-cycle of the claims activity; and the claim dates were combined with the previous data to 
predict the sequencing of regional life-cycles around the nation.  The models were trained from census tracks that were 
determined to have claimed all expected damage and census tracts that were likely to never produce damage.  The results are 
considered very accurate after 1+ years of monitoring.  We call this set of models the CMURC Predictive Warranty Model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Central Michigan University Research Corporation (CMURC) is a not-for-profit corporation, wholly owned by the Central 
Michigan University to provide applied research opportunities for the faculty and students.  We were incorporated in June 
2002, and have completed a number of Business Intelligence projects with a variety of companies.  Our technology sponsors 
are ESRI, IBM, and SAS.  We are located in the Center for Applied Research and Technology, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, 
adjacent to the Central Michigan University campus. 

A large company found that its products were experiencing a higher defect rate in certain parts of the country than expected.  
The failures resulted in complaints and consequent settlements.  The settlements were communicated around the 
neighborhood, resulting in neighbors inspecting their product, producing clusters of complaints. 

The company needed to understand the extent of liability posed by the problem and wanted to know geographically where 
future complaints were likely to occur and, because the warranty program covers several different limited time periods, when 
those complaints would be made was important.  Of special interest was the possibility that complaints might begin to appear 
in new, unexpected areas. 

We held several workshops with the customer representatives (who understood the problem and the company data) to identify 
available data and outline an approach.  CMURC invited members of the CMU faculty from the Geography (GIS) and Statistics 
departments.  Together with CMURC research associates and the CMURC staff, we outlined a plan of attack. 

It was clear that a primary factor in any prediction model would be the amount of product installed into a geographic region; 
however, the company only had sales data to several hundred distributors around the country.  The nature of the product was 
such that it would be installed relatively close to the distribution center from where it was purchased.  But complaints from 
different regions did not correlate well with estimated installed product volume, so clearly additional factors were at work.  The 
customer had attempted to build multivariate predictive models to address the problem but was not satisfied with the results – 
they did not adequately address the geographic variation observed nor provide any insight into the time-dynamics.  We 
suspected that a neural network approach might better address the non-linearity and complexity of the problem. 

Statistical analysis of the complaint data and sales by product features indicated that product vulnerability varies significantly 
by product features and composition.  People familiar with the product composition provided good evidence that the failures 
were related to weather and moisture contact and retention. 

It was also clear that complaints appeared in clusters and tended to grow quite quickly in an area; then to die out.  From this, it 
was assumed that there were communications channels in neighborhoods that were important factors determining the rate of 
complaints from a geographic region, and the timing of complaints from one region to another.  Since the warranty programs 
have sunsets, the timing considerations would be very important. 

We at CMURC believe this situation represents a fairly general problem and so refer to the solution we obtained as the 
CMURC Predictive Warranty Model. 

PROJECT STEPS 

The project methodology we use at CMURC is to form a project around a customer problem.  The team consists of  

• Customer representatives (sponsor, domain expert, data expert(s)) 
• CMU faculty from the disciplines required for solution 
• CMURC staff and Research Associates (Project management, methodology and tools expertise) 
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The project plan involves 

• Project definition, including expected project deliverables (precedes formation of the project team) 
• Project kick-off to ‘level-set’ all participants and determine rules of communication, including confidentiality 

requirements 
• Periodic workshops with faculty to review activities and develop ‘to-do’ lists 
• Between workshops, Research Associates and CMURC staff perform the activities 
• Periodic conferences with the customer representatives 
• Preliminary results and final results presentations to the customer. 

The following describes the work performed on this project. 

DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 

The first order of business was to determine the unit of ‘geographic area’.  Our data was consistent for most of North America, 
but the dominance of sales and complaints were from the 48 contiguous states and Washington, D.C.  We thought that it 
would be good to start at the lowest level of granularity available so we started looking at the census block as the base unit.  
After preliminary analysis, it appeared that the census block would be at too low a level of granularity for the density of sales 
and claims.  We concluded that the census track would be a statistically manageable unit and provide interesting variation in 
soils and demographics data and to support observed variation in new housing starts. 

The customer felt comfortable that this level of granularity represented the kind of variation seen in the claims data.  Using the 
census track breaks our problem geometry into about 64,800 census tracks of the 2000 census in the lower 48 states. 

The time period of interest covers about 3 decades and so we selected the unit of time to be the month.  The uncertainty in 
many observations exceeds the variation in the workdays and calendar days per month, so all months were treated equally.  

Having selected the census track as the base geographic unit, we needed to map all independent variables into census tracks.  
But first, we needed to collect the relevant data. 

The customer provided sales records for the product installed - from each manufacturing plant, by product feature, to 
distribution centers.  We had to identify and remove records for adjustments, returns, sales to locations not associated with the 
lower 48 states and D.C., etc.   

The customer also provided complaint data including address of the residence where the product was installed.  Measures of 
extent of damage are also in those records.  The complaint records were then geo-coded using ARCview and assigned to the 
appropriate census track. 

Demographics data extracted from the US Census Bureau files for 1980, 1990 and 2000 included: housing units, population 
by various age groups, average family size, average family income, population age 17 & younger (%), total population in the 
census track, and average housing value.  We calculated net change in housing units per census track by subtracting the 
1980 number of housing units from the 1990 value; likewise, we subtracted the 1990 census housing units from the 
corresponding 2000 value.  Comparing the change in values between the decades, we also calculated % change in housing 
units, % change in housing value, % change in family size, Population change (%), and average housing value relative to the 
county at the end of the decade. 

Weather data by airport (5323 US airports report weather data) was obtained from the National Oceanic & Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA).  From our discussions with the customer domain experts, we selected 10-year averages for the 
following variables: precipitation, cooling degree-days, heating degree-days, average afternoon humidity, average high daily 
temperature, average low daily temperature, lowest monthly average temperature, and highest monthly average temperature.  
(See Figure 1.) 

From the US Department of Agriculture, we obtained the State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO) which contains soils 
data: available water capacity, permeability - high, permeability - low, drainage, depth to seasonal high water table – Max, 
depth to seasonal high water table – Min, Max and Min flood frequency and flood duration.  The soils data polygon maps were 
intersected with census track boundaries; census track values were obtained by area-weighted averaging of the Shape File 
intersections.  (See Figure 2.)  We used the Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) codes rather than State Shape 
files to interpret costal areas because the waterways are not well represented in the State Shape files. 
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Figure 1.  Map of reporting airports and heating degree-days of the lower 48 states and D.C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Soils data in colors overlaid onto census track areas (gray lined areas). 
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MODELS TO ESTIMATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES INTO CENSUS TRACKS 

In order to build and train neural networks, we needed to develop an integrated data set, combining the independent variables 
at the census track for each decade.  In many cases, the collected data was not lined with the census tracks – the weather 
data, for example.  In some cases, fairly elaborate models were required to provide reasonable estimates for the census track 
values.  

We could see that the complaint rate in large regions where there have been many claims varied by manufacturing plant and 
by product features.  For this reason, we kept sales records grouped by manufacturing plant.  To deal with variation by product 
features, we generated a risk table relating the product with specific features sold (by product identifier) to the ratio of claims 
with that product id to the volume of that product sold.  The ratios split nicely into three groups: a low risk group, a high risk 
group and an intermediate risk group. 

We worked with several models to allocate product to the new homes within each census track.  In the end, we added the 
product sales to all distributors into a state by product feature and supplying manufacturing plant.  Likewise, the housing unit’s 
growth was aggregated for the state.  From these numbers, we calculated a ratio of product sales per new housing unit per 
state.  We then multiplied the housing unit growth in each census track by the appropriate factor to get the estimated sales into 
each census track.  We also supplied the ratios of product from each of several manufacturing plants into the integrated data 
set – of course, these values were constant over the state.  We likewise estimated the amount of product from each risk group 
that was sold into the census track. 

Claims records contain the physical address of the housing unit identified with defective product.  These records were geo-
coded and assigned the appropriate census track.  About 12% of the records could not be geo-coded and so were ignored.  
We did study the geographic distribution (by Zip code) of the records that could not be geo-coded to determine that there was 
not a geographic bias in the ability to geo-code addresses.  The claims were then aggregated into the appropriate census 
tracks.  The date of the first claim associated with the census track was also stored in the integrated record.  We also 
calculated the average age of all claims in the census track and kept that value, too.  The census tracks that have already 
experienced a claim were assigned a relative sequence value proportional to the time since that first claim; those that had not 
yet experienced a claim were assigned a value of 0. 

The major issue with the demographics data provided in the census files was which set of census tracks to use – those used 
by the census bureau at the beginning of the decade or the census tracks at the end of the decade.  We decided to use the 
1980 census tracks for the decade of the 1990’s because the census track coverage in 1980 was much less than the 1990 
detail.  In 1990 and 2000, the country is well covered by census tracks; we chose to base our models of the 1990’s on the 
2000 census tracks.  Census tracks with negative growth were assigned a 0.0 value; only a small percentage of census tracks 
had a net loss of housing units. 

We constructed a neural network to estimate the weather data by latitude and longitude, but replaced the use of that set of 
models with a simple algorithm – find the closest airport to the center of the census track and use all the weather data from 
that airport for that census track. 

Soils data were area-averaged from the USDA values to the overlapping census tracks using the ESRI ArcInfo software.  
Complications arose near coastlines – for both oceans and the Great Lakes:  the centers of census tracks around bays were 
sometimes in the water where no soils data existed.  The Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) code shape files 
were used to resolve this conflict. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Given the integrated data set, we began to construct useful neural network models to predict amount and time frame of claims.  
Using the observation that the claims in a ‘neighborhood’ seem to cluster into similar time frames, we considered the ‘claim-
cycle’ of a census track.  Analysis of claims verified that if a census track has had claims, but then claims stopped for a 
number of months, no new claims were experienced again in that census track.  So we defined two target variables: rate of 
claims (average value of claims per month during the census track claim cycle) and claim-cycle duration.  See Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Representation of typical claim values over time from one census track. 

We can represent this claim cycle as the rectangle formed from the predicted values from two models: Model 1 predicts the 
average monthly value of claims during the census track’s duration and Model 2 predicts the cycle duration.  See Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Representation of the claim activity in a census track as the product of two model outputs. 

The next issues were to determine how many new census tracks experience their first claim per month and how to predict 
when a specific census track will obtain its first claim.  If we could do a good job of predicting when each census track would 
experience its first claim, we could derive how many new census tracks would be introduced per month.  It turns out that our 
independent variables do not determine the system dynamics well, but if we can predict the relative sequence of census tracks 
being introduced to the claim cycles, then, with the estimate of number off new census tracks per month with claims, we can 
project the time behavior by month. 

Figure 5 represents the number of new census tracks encountering its first claim per month.  The data in the graph is not real, 
but is proportional to the actual values from the customer’s data.  It is quite well represented as a linear regression with a 
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seasonal influence that is most noticeable in the Northern states.  (Suggesting the backyard neighborhood communication 
channel crossing census track boundaries.)  The drop-off in claims at the end of the data collection period is an artifact of the 
claims processing activity.  The trend analysis identified a future expected rate, a maximum rate to a 95% high confidence 
level and a minimum to a 95% low confidence level. 
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Figure 5. Number of new census tracks experiencing first claim, per month. 

The census tracks must fit into one of five classes of tracks relative to their significance in the problem.  As shown in Figure 6, 
the classes are: 

• Green represents those census tracks that have completed their claim cycle – no more claims are expected from 
these census tracks, 

• Gray represents those census tracks that have started, but not completed their claim cycle, 
• Orange represents those census tracks that have not yet started seeing claims, but are predicted to encounter their 

complete claim cycle before the end of the warranty program, 
• Red represents the census tracks that will experience their first claim before the end of the warranty program but will 

not complete the cycle before it ends, and 
• Blue represents those census tracks that will not experience a warranty claim before the end of the warranty period. 

The gray, orange and red census tracks represent those areas where future claims can be expected. 

 

Figure 6. Representation of five classes of census track relative to the warranty period. 
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TRAINING DATA 

As indicated above, a number of census tracks are considered closed, or saturated, since we do not expect any more claims 
from them.  Another class of census track that is not expected to produce more claims is those census tracks in the desert 
where the dry conditions are sure to not produce product failure.  The census tracks available were selected to provide a 
balanced representation of the entire lower 48 states plus D.C.  The matching was done by splitting the states into 5 regions of 
the country and selecting a training set with proportional representation from the entire set of census tracks. 

This training set was used for the target variables: cycle duration and monthly claim value.  The histogram of values confirmed 
the SAS EM recommendation to transform the raw values with the logarithm function before training.  The stopping rule we 
used was to stop when the sum of errors of the training and validation sets was at a minimum. 

The model to predict the relative sequence of when a census track is likely to experience its first claim was trained by the set 
of all census tracks that already had a claim and several thousand census tracks that had not yet experienced a claim.  The 
census tracks that had already experienced a claim had been assigned a relative sequence value proportional to the time 
since that first claim; those that have not yet experienced a claim were assigned a value of 0. 

Three neural network models were built using the SAS EM software.  The training data sets were split into training and 
validation partitions at an 80-20 split.  Inputs were normalized by standard deviation, hyperbolic tangent transfer functions 
were used for the hidden layer in each model; the logistic function was used for the output node.  The models used 7 neurons 
in the one hidden layer. 

Scatter plots of actual vs. predicted showed quite good results for the average value per month of claims; less satisfactory 
results for the cycle duration and disappointing results for the relative sequence values.  Various error estimates matched the 
same quality sequence.  The error estimates were very similar for the training and validation sets.  Analysis of residuals did not 
provide clues for improvement. 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

Once the three neural network models were trained and optimized, we needed to assemble the outputs in a manner useful for 
the customer.  The integrated data set of non-saturated census tracks was scored by each of the first two models.  Only the 
third model, predicting relative sequence of first claim, scored those census tracks that had not yet received their first claim. 

The regression model was used to project out the expected number of new census tracks to enter the claim cycle in the time 
left of the warranty periods.  There were three numbers of new census tracks used: the expected value, the 95% confidence 
high value and the 95% confidence low value.  These values were used to obtain three forecasts representing the expected 
and outside limits to the forecasts. 

The census tracks with no claims were sorted by the predicted relative sequence number to put them in order of expectation to 
receive their first claim.  We had observed that the average claim value had been steadily dropping over time.  It was 
interesting to observe this same trend in the sorted file.  The model used to predict relative sequence was by far the poorest 
model of the three.  A number of other methods were attempted to improve the selection process of new census tracks.  We 
were not able to duplicate the phenomena of lowering average claim value with the other techniques, suggesting that the 
neural network for sequencing provided important new information. 

Those census tracks that had not yet received their first claim, but were likely to be saturated by the end of the warranty period 
were quite easy to handle: simply multiply the predicted average monthly value times the predicted cycle duration.  However, 
the census tracks that had experienced a claim, but had not been saturated, require determination of the time-period left in 
that census track’s cycle; likewise, those census tracks that start before the end of the warranty period, but are not expected to 
complete before the end of the period, need to be adjusted by the expected duration within the warranty period.  See Figure 7. 

We combined the predictions for each census track into three sets of ‘likely’ liability (expected, 95% high and 95% low) for 
each warranty period.  Many census tracks are assigned a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA); and those census tracks 
without a MSA were assigned the postal State identifier (2-character).  (The general concept of a metropolitan statistical area 
is that of a core geographic region containing a substantial population center, together with adjacent communities having a 
high degree of social and economic integration with that core.)  Tables of liability were generated and sorted by magnitude of 
expected liability.  In addition, we generated national, state, MSA and some regional census track maps to represent liabilities 
geographically with color shading to represent intensity. 
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Figure 7. Active census track at end of training period with remaining claims expected. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The overall results of the modeling activity were considered satisfactory (perhaps even, exciting) by the customer.  We were 
able to provide credible forecasts of liability, both geographically and temporally.  See Figures 8 and 9.  The geographic 
displays of liability were easily interpreted and did provide several ‘surprises’.  In the months following the generation of the 
predictions, additional claims have been collected and placed on the thematic prediction maps: the results have been very 
impressive.  See Figure 10.  It was interesting to see the predicted ‘hot spots’ along waterways and the holes in the centers of 
large cities – both have been confirmed by actual claims.  In addition, the number of new census tracks per month 
experiencing a first claim has also been monitored to see if there is an evolving drift toward the upper or lower confidence 
limits.  To date, the center extrapolation has been remarkably close. 

In the CMURC Predictive Warranty Model, modern pattern recognition algorithms employing neural networks were used to 
predict the geographic location and magnitude of future claims for product defects.  In comparing the predictions from the 
models with the geographical distribution of actual claims received after the modeling had taken place, it appears the models 
are accurately identifying the locations where claims can be expected to occur in the future.  According to the client, the 
CMURC Predictive Warranty Model results were also predicting aggregate future claim estimates that were similar to 
estimates obtained using other more conventional economic forecasting techniques and Monte Carlo simulations under 
reasonable assumptions about trends in claims intake and average claim estimate. However, in addition to addressing the 
questions of How much?; How big?; the CMURC Predictive Warranty Model was also able to provide insight as to Where?; 
and When?; by offering a detailed predicted break down by geographical unit. 
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Figure 8. Claims data until 2001 with associated census tracks highlighted. 

 

Figure 9. Census tracks where future claims are predicted in highlighted green. 
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Figure 10. Actual claims in 2002 (in red) shown on thematic map of predicted claim census tracks. 
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